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	Customized Implementation of European Union Food Safety Policy: United in Diversity? (International Series on Public Policy), 9783319926834 (3319926837), Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		
			“As a Journal Editor for over twenty-five years, I have read a lot about the European Union. I am often asked, 'what are the major gaps in EU research?' My answer is always 'implementation'. Eva Thomann's book makes a major contribution to EU implementation studies. She brings really fresh thinking to the field. This is an important book for all students of the EU and of policy implementation."
		


		
			?Jeremy Richardson, Co-Editor of the Journal of European Public Policy 
	

	


	This book sheds light on the patterns, causes and consequences of the “customization” of European Union (EU) policies. Even if they comply, member states interpret and adapt EU rules in very diverse ways when putting them into practice. We can think of and measure this diversity as a phenomenon of regulatory change along the implementation chain. The book explores what explains customization, and what it means for providing policy solutions to shared problems. It studies the implementation of EU food safety policies in Austria, Germany, France, the United Kingdom and Switzerland using innovative qualitative comparative techniques. After looking at the role of prominent compliance arguments and the “logics of action” for customization, the study assesses how differing degrees of customization affect the success of the implementation. The book provides a new, evidence-based perspective on “gold-plating” and better regulation in Europe for scholars, students and practitioners of policy implementation, European integration and Europeanization alike.                          
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Biosignal and Biomedical Image ProcessingCRC Press, 2004
Relying heavily on MATLAB® problems and examples, as well as simulated data, this text/reference surveys a vast array of signal and image processing tools for biomedical applications, providing a working knowledge of the technologies addressed while showcasing valuable implementation procedures, common pitfalls, and essential application...

		

Patterns: Service Oriented Architecture And Web ServicesIBM Press, 2004
The Patterns for e-business are a group of proven, reusable assets that can be
used to increase the speed of developing and deploying Web applications. This
IBM® Redbook focuses how the Self-Service and Extended Enterprise business
patterns, and the Application Integration pattern, can be used to start
implementing solutions...

		

SharePoint Server 2010 Administration 24 Hour Trainer (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2012


	SHAREPOINT IS ONE THE MOST SUCCESSFUL products in Microsoft’s history. It can be found in

	small businesses, universities, and Fortune 500 companies. SharePoint 2010, the latest release, contains

	many new areas for existing and new SharePoint server administrators and site administrators.

	This book will help you meet the new...




	

Scripting XML and WMI for Microsoft SQL Server 2000John Wiley & Sons, 2001
A quick-start guide to mastering all of SQL Server 2000's hot new Web development and database programming features SQL Server 2000's new XML features, Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI), and scripting capabilities make it easier than ever for Web developers to create and manage flexible, scalable database applications optimized for the...

		

Graphical Models with R (Use R!)Springer, 2012

	Graphical models in their modern form have been around since the late 1970s and

	appear today in many areas of the sciences. Along with the ongoing developments

	of graphical models, a number of different graphical modelling software programs

	have been written over the years. In recent years many of these software developments

	have...

		

Java 2: The Complete Reference, Fifth EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2002

	The past few years document the following fact: The Web has irrevocably recast
	the face of computing and programmers unwilling to master its environment will
	be left behind.


	The preceding is a strong statement. It is also true. More and more, applications
	must interface to the Web. It no longer matters much what the...
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